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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a new method named text to visual 
synthesis with appearance models (TEVISAM) for 
generating videorealistic taking heads. In a fmt step. the 
system learns a personspecific facial appearance model 
(PSFAM) automatically. PSFAM allows modeling all 
facial components (e.g. eyes, month, etc) iradependently 
and it will be used to animate the face from the input text 
dynamically. As reponed by other researches, one of the 
key aspects in visual synthesis is the coarliculation effect. 
To solve such a problem, we introduce a new 
interpolation method in tlie high dimensional space of 
appearance allowing to create photorealistic and 
videorealistic avatm. In this work, preliminary 
experiments synthesizing virtual avatars from text are 
reported. Summarizing. in this paper we introduce three 
novelties: first, we make use of color PSFAM to animate 
virtual avatars; second. we inlroduce a non-linear high 
dimensional interpolation to achieve videorealistic 
animations; finally, this method allows to gcnerate new 
expressions modeling the different facial elements. 

Text TEVISAM PSFAM 

Figure I .  Inputs and outputs of TEMSAM 

learning person-specific facial appearance models similar 
in spirit to MMM. Unlike morphable models, PSFAM 
allows better modeling of the facial features such as 
mouth, tongue, etc, since does not rely on noisy 
computation o f  optical flow. Also. in PSFAM the 
registration is done with respect to the optimal eigenspace 
constructing a better model. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The interaction with automatic systems is involving more 
tasks that can be done with computers. In order to 
enhance this interactivily. talking heads can be useful to 
connnunicate in a more natural way. 

In the last ye?, many researchers have been 
working in the representation and the personali7ation of 
talking heads based on 2D models ([I], 17.1, 131, PI.  151). 
In most of these previous worksl the generation of the 
facial model involved some tedious inanual tasks. 

In tlie context of the animation from text, 
recently, a semi-automatic method has been proposed to 
avoid the inanual cropping (the masks are specified by 
hand) [6]. This method is based on multidimensional 
morphable models (MMM). Also, De la Torre and Black 
[7] have proposed a semi-automatic learning process for 

Figure 2. Specification of the niasks in the first frame 

On the other hand, one important aspect to create 
talking heads is the dynamic simulation. The dynamics 
generation covers the coasticulation effects [SI and it 
depends on the representation of the appearance. 
Representations based on a finite set of samples used in 
some works [1][3], rely on inorphing techniques (which 
inay result in j e m  movements) for creating novel 
images. On the other hand, techniques based on a 
subspace of appearance [ 2 ] [ 5 ]  use a parametric 
representation. The generation of a novel image stream 
requires the specifcation of the proper trajectory through 
the subspace of appearance the trajectory must be 
contained in  the subspace following the actual dynamics 
of the face 191. 
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In this paper we use color PSFAM leamed senu- 
automatically to create talking heads in Catalan from text, 
so just the masks have to be specified by the user (figure 
2). Also; a non-linear high dimensional interpolation to 
achieve videorealistic animations is developed. 

2. CONSTRUCTING PSFAM 

Let I = [il ... i, ... i,,] be a sequence of M 
vectorized images, where each i, is an image taken at 

time vi. AISO, let n = [zl ... z' ... z L ]  be the set 

of L non-overlapping masks where each x' is a 
vectorized bimN image that specifies the spatial domain 
of the I-th facial element. Notice that all vectors of tlus 
paper are defined as column vectors. 

The model of appearance is genetated applying 
PSFAM [7], which provides an independent 
representation of eveq facial element. An image will be 
modeled as follows: 

where I is the index of the I-th facial element. 
B ' = k  ... b: ... hh]  is the ortliogonal basis of 

appearance; cb are the C: coenlcients whose linear 
combination of R' reconstructs the appearancc of the 
comsponding facial element; thus (z' 0 B'c;) represents 
the image of the facial element located in the spatial 
domain specified by the corresponding inask a': 
f ( x . a , )  is the affine model applied to represent the 
movement and the face alignment, where a,,, are the 6 
motion parameters and x are the Cartesian coordinates of 
the pixels. 

The appearance bases 8' and the motion 
parameters are learnt simultaneously by an automatic 
process. A parametric motion model (coeficients om ) is 
used to register the face. Before delailing the algorithq 
some descriptions need to be specified: 

~ = [ a ,  ... a, ... nu] :  affine parameters that 
align every image of the training set. 
B = ( B ' ,  .... B', ..., set of appearance 
bases. Each orthogonal basis can be defined as Ule 
set of eigenvectors which contains a detennincd 
value of energy. 

c = ( Z I ,  ..., c', ..., cL):  the projection 

parameters. Let C' = [c; ... c: ... ci,] be the 

projection parameters e; of the m-th image. 

Tlie appearance model is constructed by means 
of the following algoritlun based on PSFAM 

1. Mauual initializalion of the lnasks in Ilie first image. 
2. Registration of all images using only the first image 

obtaining A .  
3. B are consmcted for evep facial element. 
4. For each iteration 

4. I .  Registration of all hnages using the pRviously 
learnt B obtaining the image projections C over 
the bases B and the afiine parameters A .  

4.2. New appearances B are constructed for evep 
facial element. This is not executed if we are in 
the last loop step. 

The alignment, appearance bases and projections of 
the iinages arc ready to be used at synthesis time. 

5 .  

In this approach. some details have been 
changed fmm the original PSFAM 171. The first 
difference is in the initial iteration, where only tlie first 
image is used to register the full sequence without 
considering the initial bases B. This change speeds up the 
learning process. Also. unlike PSFAM, we do not use a 
stochastic initialization (e.g. genetic algorithms) because 
we assume that the motion of the user is not big enough. 
The energy of tlie eigenvectors of B is increased during 
the execution of the algorithm in order to gradually 
improve tlie description of the appearance model. 

2.1 Adding color 

The appearance is represented in color. but it can also be 
modeled in grey level. Using color in the tracking phase 
of the registration process achieves motc accurate results 
at higher computational cost requirements. In tlus work. 
the color space RGB has been chosen, and we are 
working to validate the effectiveness of other color spaces 
in our model. 

3. NON-LINEAR HIGH DIMENSIONAL 
INTERPOLATION 

One key aspect for videorealistic animation is the 
coarticulation effect (that is the transition between 
phonemes)[8]. U tlus transition is not smooth enough the 
animation is not going to be credible. In order to improve 
this aspect. in this section_ we mill introduce a new non- 
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linear high dimensional interpolation in the appearance 
space for creating visually smooth trajectories. 

Let C'=[q '.. c," .'. CA{ '1 be the 
coefficients to reconstruct the mouth in the hi images of 
the training sequence, recall that K indicates the facial 
element corresponding to the mouth. 

A graph is an ordered pair G.= (V:E). where V is 
a finite, non-emply set of objects called vertices, and E is 
a (possibly empty) set of unordered pairs of distinct 
vertices i.e., 2-subsets of V called edges. Let d be a 
graph, with nodes all the set of coefficients from the 
training set C' and links a set of weights defined by the 
Mahalanobis distance behveen coefficients. In order to 
compute the distance between coefficients we make use 
of the eigenspace computed in the training set. That is, let 
IK = E K X K ( V K Y  be the factorization of the set of 
aligned images of the mouth. The singular values 
(diagonal elements of 2') are the square root of the 
eigenvalues, and taking into account that B and V are 
orthogonal matrices it is easy to show that the 
Mahalanobis distance between Iwo coefficients is given 
by GK (i, j )=(cfy(Zx)-*c: .  All necessq information to 
create visual coarticnlation is located in GK and it is used 
in section 4. 

A correspondence ljetween phonemes and 
visemes v' : phon"()+ viseme(c:) could be 
obtained automatically by means of a segmentation 
system. Notice that only about twenty correspondences 
(the same number as phonemes) are used in phoneme 
identification. Additional correspondences vi could be 
defined in order to generate other facial expressions 
which take part in communication. 

4. SYNTHESIS 

Any utterance can be synthesized as a sort set of J points 
rK =k, ..., 7:. ..., y:)  expressed in the basis 
@. T h e  points must belong to the previously leamt 
appearance subspace; otherwise, umtural  images may 
appear. In order to synthesize real visemes (trained or 
novel ones), the points y: have to describe a trajectory 

of minimum distance lhat will pass by some of the c," 

points of the graf GK using the shortest path algorithm 
[IO]. This fact means that some cf may be equal to some 

y: (see figure 3). 

0 
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0 

a 

(C) (d) 
Figure 3. Visual coarticulation generation of the utterance 16ol. 

(a) c t  points in the coarticulation trajectory, where 
I - 1 K  - , - -v"(/S/), c i  = t :  =v'( /o/)  and the remainder 

points are obtained by means of taking the dijkstra algorithm 
over the pair of nodes ( f , t : ) .  (b) Coarticulation trajectory 

4 .  (c )  Sampling of trajectory 4 .  (d) Points y: of the 

sampled trajectory 6 : note that y: = c: for some j .m. 

- - 
- 

Given a stream S = {yI, .... sq, ..., so] 

corresponding to a phoneme of an utterance U, let T K  be 
the set of Q pints  respect to tf when the correspondence 

is taken overs,: 

(2 ) 
T x  ={v"(.T,)  .... ~ ~ ( 3 , )  ..., vx(se)}= 

= i:, ... ) 1;. ..., /;} 

The set T' is the sampling of a trajectoly F 
through the appearance subspace that represents the 
utterance U, but has no information about coarticulation. 
Visual coarticulation is modeled as the points that 
belongs to F hut are not specified in T X  : these points 
will be obtained through the sampling of an 
approxiination of F. Let F" = h, ..., F ~ >  ..., FQ-, 1 
be an approximation of F that can be generated using the 
shortest path algorithm [lo] on the graf GK over every 
pair (t," ,c) to obtain each segment Fq. The final set 

r' corresponding to utterance U will be the sampling of 
P (see figure 3). As a result, the trajectory Fq taken from 

t: to tf+, can be seen as an approximation of the 
geodesic trajectory between these two points; so, the 
visual coarticulation effect is more accurate than the 

' 
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resulting linear interpolation between ff and cl (figure 
3) .  A training sequence of at least 2 min. at 10 frameskc 
is needed to have enough density of cf in order to 
generate accurate visual coarticulation Another 
approximation of this geodesic trajectom can be seen in 
191. 

Movements can be achieved with an affine 
model and cubic b-splines in a similar way than [ 5 ]  
Translation scaling and some rotations can be 
qnthesized with this model. 

5. RESULTS 

Some results of anal?-sis and synthesis of talking heads 
using our model are shown. The registration process and 
its synthesized results can be seen in the figure 4. Novel 
Utterances not observed in the training sequence are 
revealed in figure 5. As can be seen the synthesized 
sequences achieve to show fine details as mouth, teeth 
and tongue. Generation of transition behwen facial 
expressions can be seen in figure 1 

Figure 4. (a) Three registered frames. (b) ‘The same synthesized 
frames 

Figure 5 .  Utterance i h l  prcviously unseen 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper has introduced a new approach for modeling 
talking heads. which simplify tlie training process. The 
specification of tlie masks in the first image is the only 
manual part of the algorithm. Also. an approximation of 
geodesic distance in eigenspaccs is proposed. However, 
there is still a substantial amount of work in the 
automation of the masks, the flexibiliw of the cheek. the 
synthesis of 3D rotations and the behavior of different 
color spaces. 
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